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Coupled system: Scalar background Plasma

EoM:

[Moore & Prokopec ’95]

Difficult to solve!  
Two simple limits

LTE

[Bodeker & Moore ’09, ’17; Hoeche etl. ’20;
 Azatove & Vanvlasselaer ’20; Gouttenoire, 
Jinno & Sala 21’]

[Mancha, Prokopec & Świeżewska ’20; Balaji, 
Spannowsky & Tamarit ’20; WA, Garbrecht
& Tamarit ’21; WA, Laurent & van de Vis ’23]

Taking                                                , we have 

(equilibrium) (out-of-equilibrium)

dissipative friction
Conventional understanding: finite wall velocities require non-vanishing dissipative 
friction; not true!
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Multiplying the EoM by            , and integrating over   , one has  

driving force backreaction force

In thermal equilibrium: backreaction force does NOT necessarily vanish if 
the temperature is not constant across the bubble wall! 
[Ignatius, Kajantie, Kurki-Suonio & Laine ’94; Espinosa, Konstandin, No & Servant ’10; Konstandin & No ’11]
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Two well-known matching conditions:

From the second condition, one can identify 
(recall              ,                     ）

[Balaji, Spannowsky & Tamarit ’21]
(thermal equilibrium)

If one assumes constant temperature and fluid velocity, one would have

[Mancha & Prokopec & Bogumila ’20]

However, as we showed, the temperature cannot be constant for nonvanishing 
backreaction force in LTE!
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[Hindmarsh, Lüben, Lumma & Pauly ’20]In local thermal equilibrium, we have

Further, dividing                            by
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[Hindmarsh, Lüben, Lumma & Pauly ’20]In local thermal equilibrium, we have

Further, dividing                            by

A bonus: a new matching condition in LTE!  

[WA, Garbrecht & Tamarit ’21]

We will use this new matching condition 
to determine the wall velocity in LTE
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Three matching conditions:                                   Three hydrodynamic quantities:                             

However, the temperature-dependence in the “bag parameters” makes it 
impossible to carry out (particle physics) model-independent analysis. 

Most general equation of state:

can be related to the 
nucleation temperature 

For example:         depends also on 

Simplifications: 1 bag model;
                         2 constant sound speeds (template model)
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The bag equation of state: assume no temperature dependence in all the “bag 
parameters”  
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Detonations:

[Espinosa, Konstandin, No & Servant ’10]
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Deflagrations:
q Need to relate     ,       to        and       

For                   , no solutions exist for 
either deflagrations or detonations

Runaway for                   and in LTE, 

Need to consider nonequilibrium 
effects
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Assume constant sound speeds, one has  

where

[Leitao & Megevand ’14; Giese, Konstandin & van de Vis ’20 ]

new hydrodynamic parameters: (                                ) 

[WA, Laurent & van de Vis ’23]
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Assume constant sound speeds, one has  

where

[Leitao & Megevand ’14; Giese, Konstandin & van de Vis ’20 ]

new hydrodynamic parameters: (                                ) 

Can be understood as a 
generalization of the 
parameter

[WA, Laurent & van de Vis ’23]

(                           )                                       (                             )
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where

with
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quantities in LTE
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u There is a new matching condition for the plasma hydrodynamic 
quantities in LTE
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Detonations: equations
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where



Detonations: numerical results
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（             ）

Balance of the forces: 
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q Need to relate     ,       to       and       

(                             )

• Solve the fluid velocity and temperature
profile away from the bubble wall

• Make use of the matching conditions for 
the shock-wave front
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For                   , no solutions exist for either deflagrations or detonations

Runaway for                   and in LTE


